
Minecraft: Mods That Make Your Game Scarier
 

Minecraft is normally a lighthearted sport with colorful visuals and pleasant music. Subtly,

nevertheless, there's a bit of a scarier factor to the sport if the player seems to be in the

appropriate locations. Whether it is the ominous ambient sounds one hears when exploring a

cave, or the legitimately spine tingling music disks 11 and 13, Minecraft is able to creeping

out even veteran players, if only every now and then.
 

Related: Each Tameable Mob In Minecraft, Ranked
 

With mods, nonetheless, this element will be tremendously enhanced to the purpose where

the look and temper of the sport are totally completely different. New sounds and music could

be added that induce constant paranoia, enemies may be given a more intimidating

appearance, and new constructions may be generated that take gamers on new and

terrifying adventures. This is particularly enjoyable to do around Halloween, so gear up!
 

Up to date on February 10, 2022, by Gregory Louis Gomez: Whether it is the huge mods that

add new enemy and construction varieties with all new block designs and UI interfaces to

control this stuff, or just the re-skins or refined sport tweaks that do one specific thing, the

potential to turn Minecraft into a more creepy experience is just countless. This is very true

when mods are mixed in a package deal so that they work collectively to scare the player in

additional ways than one. With this in thoughts, we have added just a few more entries to this

checklist to additional present simply how far Minecraft could be taken with horror-themed

mods.
 

13 Scape And Run: Parasites
 

Scape and Run: Parasites is a singular mod in that it provides an entirely new faction of

enemies, the parasites, to the game. These Parasites gradually turn into extra numerous the

longer the game is performed, infecting varied mobs and assimilating them into their ranks.
 

There is a couple of class of Parasite as properly; they range from small worm-like mobs to

giant flying monstrosities. Sure Parasites primarily infect the surroundings and turn into

stronger the longer they remain alive. These mobs even have the ability to spawn other

Parasite enemies after a certain level.
 

12 Hardcore Darkness
 

Ever felt like Minecraft's nights are just too brilliant? Hardcore Darkness aims to repair this by

removing the minimal gentle level. This results in nights and caves being just about pitch

black, which can make strolling around very dangerous, especially if this mod is used at the

side of different ones. Consequently, this makes issues like torches and armor rather more

vital.
 

Optifine can also be somewhat useful because torches held in the player's left-hand forged



mild, which means that torches don't have to be positioned to illuminate the encircling area.
 

11 The Legend of Herobrine
 

Herobrine is the ultimate Minecraft villain. Though he was only ever a creepypasta and never

actually in the sport, the story has inspired countless mods, such because the Legend of

Herobrine, which adds him in as a supernatural enemy with many powers and abilities.
 

In this mod, Herobrine can manipulate the atmosphere, create illusions, infect mobs, stalk the

player from afar and even assault them directly. The mod affords a couple of ways of

defeating Herobrine after he is summoned, nonetheless, one mustn't suppose this means the

sight of glowing white eyes within the darkness isn't something to dread on lonely nights.
 

10 Recurrent Complex
 

Whereas the present suite of generated constructions in Minecraft is nice, Recurrent

Complicated goes the additional mile and adds a complete host of new and interesting areas,

buildings, and dungeons to discover. Whereas not essentially frightening in and of

themselves, these new additions work well when coupled with dedicated horror mods like

Scape and Run: Parasites.
 

Even with visual modifications comparable to shader or useful resource packs that alter the

temper, this pack can flip the sport scary. All of the sudden those new graveyards, big

mazes, and jungle ruins turn into far more grim and foreboding to the inexperienced

participant.
 

9 Bloodmoon
 

Players of Terraria will instantly recognize this one. With this mod, Bloodmoons rise every so

typically instead of a regular moon, and with them comes an enormous increase of enemies

in the surrounding shadows. In addition to the obvious issues this creates for the player,

sleeping to skip the evening is disabled.
 

Related: Terraria: Methods to Get The Companion Cube & What It Does
 

This means that the player has to deal with regardless of the Bloodmoon throws at them. The

frequency of these events is personalized via the config file. Combined with other mods,

Bloodmoons can easily turn into a major life or loss of life event in anybody's sport until

they're prepared.
 

8 Epic Siege Mod
 

This extremely configurable mod allows for mobs to be all kinds of terrifying. It doesn't

change any mob's look or make them sound any completely different, but it does change

how they behave and what effect they will have on the world. In brief, it makes them a lot,



much more highly effective.
 

Related: Minecraft: Most popular Texture Packs
 

Some modifications are relatively simple, like an elevated mob awareness distance, which

permits them to see the player more easily. Different changes essentially alter the way in

which the participant has to method the sport, like giving mobs the ability to break or stack

blocks and even dig in the direction of the player. Imagine the faint sound of blocks breaking

in each course closing in whereas skulking the deep dark caverns of the overworld.
 

7 Zombie Consciousness
 

Similar to Epic Siege Mod, Zombie Awareness alters mob habits, except this time it only

adjustments zombies. Total, it makes zombies less predictable, and more conscious of the

player usually.
 

Not only are lights and sounds that come from the participant extra enticing of zombies,

however there is also a new mechanic added through which the participant bleeds for a sure

period of time when damaged. Zombies can odor the participant's blood and discover them

more easily. minecraft crafting recipes provides random velocity boosts to certain zombies

and allows bigger groups of them to spawn, making zombie encounters more harrowing.
 

6 Horror Film Monsters
 

Ever wished to battle Freddy Krueger in Minecraft? Well, with Horror Film Monsters, gamers

can do greater than that. In fact, this mod adds quite a couple of characters from some of the

most critically acclaimed and well-known horror motion pictures to the sport.
 

Characters like Michael Myers, Candyman, Jason Voorhees, Leatherface and so many more

will be configured to spawn one at a time or suddenly. New weapons are added, as nicely

akin to a chainsaw and revolver. The mod actually lends itself well to the spirit of Halloween.
 

5 SCP Lockdown
 

Inspired by the wildly common SCP universe (in addition to SCP: Containment Breech the

game), SCP Lockdown provides all types of recent mobs, structures, block varieties effects,

and extra to Minecraft. What this implies is that the player might be exploring Minecraft's

overworld and immediately come across not solely mobs from SCP collection, however the

labs designed to contain mentioned mobs randomly generated just like some other world

structure.
 

Related: Name of Responsibility Zombies Fan Remakes 5 in Minecraft
 

Mobs just like the Sculpture, Sky Man, the Onerous-to-Destroy Reptile, and many extra of

the most recognizable SCPs make an appearance on this mod, together with plenty of other

https://minecraft-crafting.co/


sequence-correct devices, clothes, buildings, and sounds.
 

Four The Grue Mod
 

The Grue mod goals to do one thing, and it does that thing very properly: it attempts to make

the darkness itself deadly. Any participant who finds themselves without the minimum

amount of gentle will obtain a warning. If the participant doesn't act fast enough, the sport will

spawn the Grue, an immortal monster that does enough damage to kill the participant

immediately.
 

Being close to a supply of gentle is the only method with which to keep it away. This mod is

actually a reference to the Zork collection of games, which contained a monster known as the

Grue that hunted the participant in darkish areas.
 

Three Tissou's Zombie Pack
 

Zombies in Minecraft are a bit fundamental. Granted, this is by design, however what if a

participant needed to turn their sport right into a full-on zombie horror experience just like the

Strolling Lifeless? Tissou's Zombie Pack is a resource pack that modifications the way

zombies look and sound, bringing a extra gritty and creepy depiction of zombies to Minecraft.
 

Related: Greatest Horror Games For youths
 

The mod goes out of its technique to make each zombie look distinctive as properly. It adds

over a thousand new textures for the various zombie sorts, including husks and drowned.

Good luck trying to find two zombies that look alike. It is recommended that the player even

have Optifine installed to get the total expertise, or else they will miss out on cool options

such as zombies having eyes that glow within the darkness.
 

2 Doctor Who - Weeping Angel
 

Followers of Physician Who are sure to get pleasure from this wonderfully creepy mod.

Featuring the infamous Weeping Angels, stone statues that move when not being directly

noticed, this mod adds them into Minecraft as one in every of the numerous enemies the

player could encounter.
 

The Angels may be found anywhere in the overworld and if encountered can solely be

harmed with a pickaxe or be teleported away with a Chronodyne generator. Be careful when

approaching these mobs, as they can send the participant to a different dimension very far

away from their unique location upon direct contact.
 

1 Shaders
 

There are tons of shader mods out there, and they are not necessarily scary by design.

Usually they're alleged to make Minecraft look more stunning by including new lighting and



post-processing effects. Some shaders, nonetheless, are customizable to the purpose where

they are often made to appear to be anything.
 

Nights and shadows can be made darker, the colors might be more muted, and other

features like volumetric fog will be kind of intense. Which means that shaders are commonly

used to create all sorts of interesting moods and atmospheres. In this case, they can

completely be used to elicit a extra terrifying vibe.


